
Issue #1
Wacky Words

     Hello, everyone, and welcome to the first issue of Brain Dazzler! This is a sort of puzzle 
newsletter/magazine/what have you, with a variety of puzzles for all ages.  If you're a young woman or man 
with a taste for puzzles, a teenager looking for something to do, an elderly but sharp-minded person wanting 
to stave off Alzheimer's disease, a precocious elementary student who gets bored too easily in school, or really, 
a person with a working brain and set of language skills, then Brain Dazzler is for you.  Here, you will find 
puzzles and brainteasers of many types; some may require skill with words and language, some with 
mathematics, some with logic and reasoning, and much more.  Most issues are based around a particular 
theme; for instance, this one is all about words.  The numbers after each puzzle are there simply to keep track 
of how many puzzles have been made so far.  With that, I've said about all I need to, and now it's time for the 
puzzles, so...good luck!

1. Unique Words [1]

     All words are not created equal.  Some of them definitely have some unusual properties with respect to their 
pronunciation, definitions, or arrangement of letters.  Try to come up with words that fit each set of listed 
criteria.  Can you find...

1) ...three common words that contain the same group of three letters repeated twice? One is 9 letters, one is 8 
letters, and one is 6 letters.
2) ...two common words that contain a double W? 
3) ...one word that contains a double Y? (Hint: It’s a chemistry term.)
4) ...a word that contains 6 of the same letter?
5) ...a word with 5 consonants in a row, one with 5 vowels in a row, and one with 6 consonants in a row (all 
common words)?
6) ...two words that contain no A, E, I, O, U, or Y? (Abbreviations do not count.)
7) ...two words containing three pairs of double letters each?
8) ...one 6-letter and one 10-letter “pyramid word” (i.e. a word that contains an increasing number of a given 
letter, like 1 of one letter, 2 of another, 3 of another, and 4 of another)?
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9) ...a 20-letter word that appears in common language?
10) ...a one-syllable word that becomes two syllables when two letters are removed?
11) ...a one-syllable word that becomes three syllables when one letter is added?
12) ...a 6-letter word that has only one vowel, a y, in it?
13) ...one 8-letter and one 9-letter word that have only one syllable?

2. Not-So-Unique Words [2]
     Now that we’ve covered the oddballs in the bunch, let’s take a look at some of the more familiar words.  
Some of the most common letters in the English language are E, T, A, O, N, R, I, S, and H.
1. Can you think of 20 or more common words of at least 3 letters that can be made from the first five of those 
letters (E, T, A, O, N), assuming you are allowed to use a letter more than once? 
2. Can you think of 100 or more common words of at least 4 letters that can be made from all nine of those 
letters, assuming you are allowed to use a letter more than once and assuming you cannot use any words 
already made in the previous puzzle? How many words are there that are exactly 4 letters?
Bonus: How many phrases can you come up with using each of these nine letters only once? (They do not need 
to make sense.)

3. Due Ewe Sea Mi Right? [3]

     In this puzzle, you are to supply groups of homophones that fit the given clues.  Homophones, in case you 
didn't know, are words with different meanings that are spelled differently but pronounced the same, such as 
hear and here, not to be confused with homonyms, which are spelled the same as well (such as rock meaning 
either "stone" or "sway").  Each group of words will be together under the same number; for instance, number 1 
gives the clue for one word as "agony or torment" and for the other as "part of a window", and these will be 
filled in by two different words with identical pronunciation.

1. Agony or torment                     

Part of a window                     

2. A number                     

Gobbled up                     

3. A type of pigment                     

Not live, but...                     

4. Naked                     

Large animal                     

5. Most irregular verb                     

Buzzing insect                     

6. Marketing technique                     

Augment                     

7. Hollow stem                     

What you do with books                     

8. Stay around anticipating                     

Measurement of mass                     

9. Block of hay                     

Throw water out                     

10. Distinct                     

Flying machine                     
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11. Is familiar with                     

Sensory organ                     

12. Ritual of commerce                     

Ship's propelling device                     

13. Orchard fruit                     

Group of two                     

14. Created                     

Female servant                     

15. Tedious event                     

Sow's counterpart                     

16. Baked dessert                     

Irrational number                     

17. Employ                     

At a greater altitude                     

18. Immobile                     

Decorative paper                     

19. Change                     

Result                     

20. Seeing                     

Place or location                     

Reference                     

21. Preposition                     

In addition                     

A number                     

22. Ethical                     

What a scribe does                     

Ritual                     

23. Next to                     

Purchase                     

Farewell                     

24. Looks                     

Large bodies of water                     

Grab                     

25. At what place                     

Put on                     

Item for sale                     

26. At that place                     

Belonging to them                     

Contraction                     

27. Come together                     

Edible flesh                     

Dispense                     

28. Omnipresent gas                     

Successor                     

Make a mistake                     

Before                     
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4. Double Trouble [4]

     Speaking of homonyms...guess what's coming up next? Indeed, in this puzzle, you are given two different 
definitions and must come up with a word that fits both of them.  But be careful, because a few of these are 
actually homographs rather than homonyms, meaning that they are spelled the same but pronounced 
differently (such as the present and past tenses of read).

1. Rhythm; hit                     

2. Overly; in addition                     

3. Weep; shout                     

4. Flat area; clearly visible                     

5. Will perhaps; power                     

6. Drone or hum; news (slang)                     

7. Carry; large animal                     

8. Inlet; howl                     

9. Auxiliary verb; mental power                     

10. Rip; product of crying                     

11. Wood fastener; digit tip                     

12. Pool of water; metal coil                     

13. Female pig; to plant                     

14. Postal sendings; chain-link armor                     

15. Small part; musical composition                     

16. Quiet; squishy or gentle                     

17. Easy to carry; electrical fixture                     

18. Solid; difficult                     

19. Have fun; drama presentation                     

20. Gift; of current events                     

21. Flawless; refine                     

22. See (past tense); cutting instrument                     

23. Lie (past tense); eject an egg                     

24. Group; put down                     

25. Fine feathers; closer to the ground                     

5. A Ma Rang [5]

     Now it's time for anagrams.  Words are anagrams of one another if they contain the same letters in a 
different order, such as top and pot or pets, pest, and step.  In this puzzle, you will be filling in groups of words
that fit exactly that.

1. Test of speed                     

Have feelings                     

2. Small bush                     

Instrument with bristles                     

3. Like very much                     

Ground-dwelling rodent                     
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4. Rubber vehicle supports                     

Makes an effort                      

5. Electrically linked                     

Strange                     

6. Yellow citrus fruit                     

Large fruit that grows on a vine                     

7. Large puddle of water                     

Circular pattern                     

8. Finished                     

Biological opening or intersection                     

9. Saliva                     

Tilts to one side                     

10. Fun activity                     

Wizard                     

11. Trouble                     

Male goose                     

Area of crops                     

12. Small cut                     

Fine dirt particles                     

Series of numbers, words, etc.                     

13. Take illegally                     

Hard rock                     

Old and dried out                     

14. Romantic flower                     

Sensitive                     

Fish egg sacs                     

15. Indefinite time period                     

Plural of is                     

Auditory organ                     

16. Ingest                     

Past tense of previous word                     

Drink popular in England                     

17. Deception                     

Certain                     

Regrets                     

18. Footwear                     

Flexible pipe                     

Flat garden instruments                     

19. What you are called                     

Lion’s special hair                     

Cruel                     

20. Nocturnal flying animals                     

Impale or poke                     

Drink orders                     

21. Screech                     

Children                     
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Flat circle                     

22. Shade of turquoise                     

Coming after the deadline                     

Story                     

23. Light-colored                     

Ring loudly                     

Jump                     

Petition                     

24. Vegetarian's rejection                     

Group working together                     

Partner                     

Not wild                     

25. Not the whole thing                     

Trick or snare                     

Waterproof blanketlike covering                     

Snob (British term)                     

Lost in emotion                     

6. Semor D. Nilap's Palindromes

     Okay, so maybe I don't quite know when to stop with the "fill in words that fit these criteria" puzzles.  In any 
case, now you will be filling in the blanks with palindromes.  A palindrome is a word or phrase that reads the 
same backward as it does forward (without taking spaces or punctuation into account).  For instance, pop and 
sees are single-word palindromes, while Go hang a salami; I'm a lasagna hog is a palindromic phrase (albeit one
that doesn't make much sense), assuming you do not count spaces or punctuation.  This puzzle is divided into 
two parts; in the first, you must fill in single words that fit the given clues or synonyms, and in the second, you 
must fill in entire phrases.  The number of letters in each word is provided for you.

Part 1: Words [6]

1. Do, past tense                

2. Mother                

3. Father                

4. Float up and down                

5. Female sheep                

6. Sight organ                

7. Interjection or surprise                

8. Female clergymember                
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9. 12 P.M.                     

10. Blast on a horn                     

11. Chirp                     

12. Action                     

13. Genders                          

14. Single parts                          

15. Statistics                          

16. Flat                          

17. More red                               

18. Awakener                                    

19. Put new paper on                                    

20. It divides something again                                              

Part 2: Phrases [7]

1. The indoor exercise center that I own                            

2. Halt cylindrical cooking implements                                            

3. Place felines on top of one another                                                

4. Intelligent male sheep                                                

5. Protruding growths on a drinking instrument                                                     

6. Hey, clown kid!                                                  

7. Prize for finding a pullout part of furniture                                                                

8. Nervous final meal courses                                                                                   

9. The temperature is too high for owls to vocalize                                                                   

10. What a lot of mechanical energy converters!                                                                      
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11. Not once is it either divisible by 2 or one digit less                                                                             

12. Yellow citrus fruits and large vineyard fruits are forbidden                                                                             

13. A bell-shaped flower did not adhere to Ada

                                                                                                       

14. ...and yet, Anita reclined in the bath                                                                                                 

15. No wicked celestial body is inhabited by rodents

                                                                                                              

16. A man dressed in Christmas costume devoured Greek cheese at a space exploration organization

                                                                                                        

17. Ten creatures I capture with a woven lattice

                                                                                                                    

18. Monsieur Nocturnal Bird has ingested my steel replica of a garden-dwelling annelid

                                                                                                        

19. The back section of Lee's foot is a vehicle used in competitive events

                                                                                                                       

20. A group of males decipher nine selections of notes

                                                                                                                                    

Bonus: Song                by musical group                    
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The Answers

     And now for the answer section, where you can look up the answers to puzzles if you happen to get stuck on
any.  Mind you, just looking up all the answers would ruin all the fun, so I recommend checking this section 
only if you truly cannot figure one out and don't want to skip over it (and you don't feel like asking for help from
a family member or friend).  So without further ado...the answers!

Puzzle #1: Unique Words
     These are my answers.  You may have come up with different but equally valid ones.
1. tormentor, backpack, murmur
2. powwow, glowworm
3. polyynes
4. indivisibility
5. witchcraft, queueing, latchstring
6. nth, cwm
7. bookkeeper, commonness
8. banana, sleeveless
9. uncharacteristically
10. plague (ague)
11. are (area)
12. rhythm
13. strength, stretched

Puzzle #2: Not-So-Unique Words
     Again, these are the answers I came up with, and if you happened to think of different ones that still fit, that
is quite all right as well.  I found 26 words for the first puzzle and 113 for the second (75 of which are exactly 4
letters), as well as 14 phrases for the bonus puzzle.
1. ant, ate, eat, eta, eon, net, not, oat, one, tan, tea, tee, ten, toe, ton, too, tot, ante, neat, none, noon, note, 
teat, teen, tone, toon, toot, tote
2. airs, arts, east, hair, hare, hash, hate, hear, heat, hint, hire, hiss, hone, hoot, horn, hose, host, near, neat, 
nest, nine, nose, rain, rant, rare, rash, rate, rear, rein, rent, rest, rise, rite, roan, roar, root, rose, sane, sash, 
sass, sear, seat, seen, seer, sent, shin, shoe, shot, sine, sire, site, soar, soon, soot, sore, star, stir, tart, tear, 
teat, tent, test, than, that, then, thin, this, tier, tine, tint, tire, tore, torn, toss, trot, aster, eerie, heist, horse, 
raise, resin, rinse, roast, saint, sense, share, shear, sheet, shine, shone, shoot, shore, shorn, snare, stare, start, 
state, steer, stone, store, these, taste, toast, train, trash, reason, resort, sinner, sister, sitter, strain, another, 
treason
Bonus: Hit reason.  No heat, sir.  A tin horse.  I eat horns.  His are not.  Hoe rats in.  A tire son.  O, earth sin! 
Host in ear.  Train hose.  A thin rose.  I share not.  On this ear.  Another is.

Puzzle #3: Due Ewe Sea Mi Right?
1) pain, pane  2) eight, ate  3) dye, die  4) bare, bear  5) be, bee  6) ad, add  7) reed, read  8) wait, weight  9) 
bale, bail  10) plain, plane  11) knows, nose  12) sale, sail  13) pear, pair  14) made, maid  15) bore, boar  16) 
pie, pi  17) hire, higher  18) stationary, stationery  19) affect, effect  20) sight, site, cite  21) to, too, two  22) 
right, write, rite  23) by, buy, bye  24) sees, seas, seize  25) where, wear, ware  26) there, their, they're  27) 
meet, meat, mete  28) air, heir, err, ere
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Puzzle #4: Double Trouble
1) beat 2) too 3) cry 4) plain 5) might 6) buzz 7) bear 8) bay 9) will 10) tear 11) nail 12) spring 13) sow 14) mail 
15) piece 16) soft 17) light 18) hard 19) play 20) present 21) perfect 22) saw 23) lay 24) set 25) down

Puzzle #5: A Ma Rang
1) race, care 2) shrub, brush 3) love, vole 4) tires, tries 5) wired, weird 6) lemon, melon 7) pool, loop 8) done, 
node 9) spit, tips 10) game, mage 11) danger, gander, garden 12) slit, silt, list 13) steal, slate, stale 14) rose, 
sore, roes 15) era, are, ear 16) eat, ate, tea 17) ruse, sure, rues 18) shoe, hose, hoes 19) name, mane, mean 20) 
bats, stab, tabs 21) skid, kids, disk 22) teal, late, tale 23) pale, peal, leap, plea 24) meat, team, mate, tame 25) 
part, trap, tarp, prat, rapt

Puzzle #6: Semor D. Nilap's Palindromes
Part 1: Words
1) did 2) mom 3) dad 4) bob 5) ewe 6) eye 7) wow 8) nun 9) noon 10) toot 11) peep 12) deed 13) sexes 14) 
solos 15) stats 16) level 17) redder 18) reviver 19) repaper 20) redivider
Part 2: Phrases
1) my gym 2) stop pots 3) stack cats 4) smart rams 5) straw warts 6) yo, bozo boy! 7) drawer reward 8) stressed 
desserts 9) too hot to hoot 10) so many dynamos 11) never odd or even 12) no lemon, no melon 13) a daffodil 
slid off Ada 14) but Anita sat in a tub 15) rats live on no evil star 16) a Santa ate feta at NASA 17) ten animals I 
slam in a net 18) Mr. Owl ate my metal worm 19) Lee has a race car as a heel 20) some men interpret nine 
memos Bonus) S.O.S. by ABBA

     With that, that's the end of the first-ever issue of Brain Dazzler.  See you next time!
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